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AUSTRIA
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Not yet
Yes
Monitoring board for children’s rights (Ombudsmen) - 2012 (+) Cfr. CRC recommendations (p.10)

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Juvenile Court Act/ JCA (1988) (lex specialis) penalties for juveniles
Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure/ CCP
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MACR
Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Austrian Criminal Code/ CC
➔ No special/different legal system or a mandatory special training for lawyers regarding criminal
proceedings involving children.
14 years (Juvenile Court Act). If the adolescent is not able to comprehend actions - no punishment
(even between 14 and 18 years).
Yes
Right to access a lawyer (Cfr. CPP).
Yes
Derogations presence of lawyer (Cfr. CCP).
Lawyer mandatory (in certain courts), legal aid: appointed by Austrian Bar Association.
Lawyer mandatory for juveniles in courts higher than the district court.
Police hearing - presence of a trusted person and lawyer (in theory lawyer may not intervene
during interrogation >< in practice can/will interfere in order to act in the best interest of client/ sit
next to the suspect/no prohibition to ask questions/can give comments on the report).
Choice of lawyer
By parents, legal guardians // legal aid lawyer if preconditions met -- regional bar associations’
rules.
Waive right to a lawyer - No BUT legal guardian (parents) may waive it, excepting for proceedings
where lawyer is mandatory// if not mandatory ➔ representation by the personnel of the juvenile
legal support agency (+).
No
Yes
Language - understandable & comprehensible manner, taking into account special personal
needs (procedure code) + interpreter/translator (costs borne by State).
Yes
Legal aid - rotation system, suspect may also ask for specific lawyer; first for the initial proceedings
in court;
Legal aid lawyers not paid in a conventional sense, legal aid services cover a part of the pension
costs. If suspect (unable to pay entire costs of the defence, without impairment of the maintenance
for itself or approximate relatives) recovers funds in the three following years ➔ pay lawyer.
Role and mandate
No official recognition of lawyers specialised in representing children in criminal proceedings (even
if specialised, not considered when appointed by the court).
No
Association of youth lawyers.
Specialized training
No
Yes
Conflict of interest with parents
Collision guardian appointed by court (+) who act in the child’s best interest.
First contact
Informed by the police or prosecutor, lawyer at least before starting the formal interrogation
(procedure code).
Communication and meetings
Special visiting areas at court/detention centre (when child in custody), separated by window, by
phone or correspondence;
+ 24 hours emergency hotline provided by the Austrian Bar Association.
Change lawyer
Complaint about lawyer at the Austrian Bar Association (Attorney’s Code & Disciplinary Statute
for Lawyers and Trainee Lawyers).
N/A
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Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

N/A
Justice social services
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsmen for children and adolescents (in the 9 Federal States + 1 National) (+) (p.36)
Independent, confidential, free of charge and anonymously (if requested), one person + office with
appropriate personnel (statutorily envisaged educational requirements) to fulfil tasks
+ website, hotline, information events...
Financed by federal states (thus mainly by Austrian Republic), budget varies from State to State.
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